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Lessons from a decade studying 
the tax avoidance profession
1. The line between avoidance and evasion is 

paper-thin. 
– same techniques and objective (getting around the 

intent of the law); same destructive impact (US$700B/ 
year in global tax losses from individuals and firms)

2. Technology can be a boon and a bane. 
– facilitator of both tax “avoision” and tax enforcement

Enforcement applications will be the focus of my talk. 



Tax & technology from both sides
• learned “avoision” from expert facilitators

– 2 years to earn credential as a “wealth manager,” 
learning techniques and strategic mindset 

– 6 years interviewing 65 practitioners in 18 countries
– all using info tech to move billions invisibly worldwide



Research sites
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Scholarly results



Tax & technology from both sides
• learned “avoision” from expert facilitators

– 2 years to earn credential as a “wealth manager,” 
learning techniques and strategic mindset 

– 6 years interviewing 65 practitioners in 18 countries
– all using info tech to move billions invisibly worldwide

• learned challenges facing tax agencies
– through working with tax offices in Europe and Asia
– and with policy-makers such as OECD, EU Parliament, 

World Bank, IMF



Three ways technology can 
assist tax collection. 

Key insights



1. Catching evaders
• monitor social media of suspected evaders

– posts on Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook often 
expose assets, locations concealed from tax agencies

– already in use by law enforcement and debt collectors

• but what about privacy rights?
– these are public posts made voluntarily, no “invasion” 

of personal privacy necessary

• also useful for tracking avoidance schemes
– can provide evidence of beneficial ownership



2. Encouraging whistle-blowers
• crucial in exposing offshore tax schemes

– old model: low tech, whistle-blowers’ lives destroyed as 
an example and deterrent to others

– new model: John Doe and PGP encryption; game-
changer for conscience-stricken offshore professionals 

– already seeing impact of new model in Paradise Papers

• my advice for national tax agencies
– invest in encryption technology to protect whistleblower 

identities, and advertise those protections widely



3. Rebuilding tax morale
• use the reach and influence of social media 

to change the social meaning of tax-paying
– a long-term, socio-cultural strategy
– it wasn’t too long ago that paying tax was considered 

socially desirable and patriotic: example
– it still is in some countries…

https://ytcropper.com/cropped/XN5aba5e5a629d3


Take Denmark, for example



“I pay my taxes with joy”



3. Rebuilding tax morale
• use the reach and influence of social media 

to change the social meaning of tax-paying
– a long-term, socio-cultural strategy
– it wasn’t too long ago that paying tax was considered 

socially desirable and patriotic: example
– it still is in some countries…

• build on that with social media influencers
– they can sway millions to eat soap and light themselves 

on fire; making tax paying cool again should be easy

https://ytcropper.com/cropped/XN5aba5e5a629d3


Your questions?
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